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Haldane, J. B. S. (1957), “Karl Pearson, 1857–1957”, *Biometrika* 44, 303–313. Haldane’s writings, whatever the ostensible topic, often turned into political indoctrination for socialism. In this case it made some sense, since Karl Pearson was himself a political radical. Haldane suggests that he may have changed the spelling of his name from ‘Carl’ to ‘Karl’ in honor of Karl Marx, and from this Centenary oration we learn that V. I. Lenin quoted approvingly from Karl Pearson. Haldane was Professor of Genetics at University College, London in the 1930’s, but he resigned and moved to India as a protest at the failure of the authorities to provide the financial support he felt his Department needed. It is easy to imagine that this was precisely what those authorities, exasperated at his preoccupation with left-wing politics instead of genetics, hoped to bring about. An interesting coincidence is that Haldane’s sister, Naomi Haldane Mitchison, married a Labour MP and carried on the left-wing cause. James D. Watson was a guest at her home at Christmas 1951, about a year before discovering the DNA helix structure. He was so charmed by the experience that his 1968 book, “The Double Helix”, is inscribed: “For Naomi Mitchison.”


Howson, C. & Urbach, P. (1989), *Scientific Reasoning: The Bayesian Approach*, Open Court Publishing Co., La Salle, Illinois. A curiously outdated work, which might have served a useful purpose 60 years earlier. Mostly a rehash of all the false starts of philosophers in the past, while offering no new insight into them and ignoring the modern developments by scientists, engineers, and economists which have made them obsolete. What little positive Bayesian material there is, represents a level of understanding that Harold Jeffreys had surpassed 50 years earlier, minus the mathematics needed to apply it. They persist in the pre-Jeffreys notation which fails to indicate the prior information in a probability symbol, take no note of nuisance parameters, and solve no problems.


Huber, P. (1992), *Galileo’s Revenge: Junk Science in the Courtroom*, Basic Books, Inc., N. Y. Documents the devastating effects now being produced by charlatans and crackpots posing as scientists. They are paid to give ‘expert’ testimony that claims all sorts of weird causal relations that do not exist, in support of lawsuits that waste billions of dollars for consumers and businesses. The phenomena of pro-causal and anti-causal bias are discussed in Chapters 5, 16,
17. At present we seem to have no effective way to counteract this; as noted by Gardner (1981), the News Media will always raise a great wind of publicity, giving support and encouragement to the charlatans while denying responsible scientists a hearing to present the real facts. It appears that the issue of what is and what is not valid scientific inference must soon move out of Academia and become a matter of legislation – a prospect even more frightening than the present abuses.


Jansson, P. A., editor (1984), *Deconvolution, with Applications in Spectroscopy*, Academic Press, Inc., Orlando FL. Articles by nine authors, summarizing the State of the Art (mostly linear processing) as it existed just before the introduction of Bayesian and Maximum Entropy methods.


——— (1963d), Review of *Noise and Fluctuations*, by D. K. C. MacDonald, Am. Jour. Phys 31, 946. Cited in Jaynes (1976) in response to a charge by Oscar Kempthorne that physicists have paid little attention to noise; notes that there is no area of physics in which the phenomenon of noise does not present itself. As a result, physicists were actively studying noise and knew the proper way to deal with it, long before there was any such thing as a statistician.


——— (1985b), “Entropy and Search Theory”, in Smith & Grandy (1985), pp. 443–454. Shows that the failure of previous efforts to find a connection between information theory and search theory were due to use of the wrong entropy expression. In fact, there is a very simple and general connection, as soon as we define entropy on the deepest hypothesis space.


——— (1986a), “Bayesian Methods: General Background”, in Justice (1986). A general, non–technical introductory tutorial for beginners, intended to explain the terminology and viewpoint, and warn of common pitfalls of misunderstanding and communication difficulties.


——— (1986c), “Some Applications and Extensions of the de Finetti Representation Theorem”, in Goel & Zellner, (1986); pp. 31–42. The theorem, commonly held to apply only to infinite
exchangeable sequences, remains valid for finite ones if one drops the non-negativity condition on the generating function. This makes it applicable to a much wider class of problems.


_________ (1992b), “The Gibbs Paradox”, in Proceedings of the 11’th Annual MAXENT Workshop, Maximum Entropy and Bayesian Methods, Seattle, 1991, C. R. Smith & G. Ericksen, editors, Kluwer Academic Publishers, Holland; pp. 1–21. There is no paradox; Gibbs explained it all in his early work on Heterogeneous Equilibrium, but this was missed by later readers who examined only his Statistical Mechanics. The range of valid applications of classical thermodynamics is far greater for one who understands this. Note a misprint; the text equation preceding Eq. (14) should be: \( f(1) = \log(\frac{Ck^2}{2}) \).

261–275. A response to the contributors to this Festschrift volume marking the writer’s 70’th birthday, with 22 articles by my former students and colleagues.


Jeffreys, Wm. H. (1990), “Bayesian Analysis of Random Event Generator Data”, Jour. Scientific Exploration, 4, pp. 153-169. Shows that orthodox significance tests can grossly overestimate the significance of ESP data; Bayesian tests yield defensible conclusions because they do not depend on the intentions of the investigator.

Jeffrey, R. C. (1983), The Logic of Decision, 2nd edition, Univ. of Chicago Press. Attempts to modify Bayes’ theorem in an ad hoc way; as discussed in Chapter 5, this necessarily violates one of our desiderata.


Jeffreys, Lady Bertha Swirles (1992) “Harold Jeffreys from 1891 to 1940”, Notes Rec. R. Soc. Lond. 46, 301–308. A short, and puzzlingly incomplete, account of the early life of Sir Harold Jeffreys, with a photograph of him in his 30’s. Detailed account of his interest in botany and early honors (he entered St. John’s College, Cambridge as an undergraduate, in 1910; and that same year received the Adams memorial prize for an essay on ‘Precession and Nutation’). But, astonishingly, there is no mention at all of his work in probability theory! In the period 1919–1939 this resulted in many published articles and two books (Jeffreys, 1931, 1939) of very great importance to scientists today. It is, furthermore, of fundamental importance and will remain so long after all his other work recedes into history. Bertha Swirles Jeffreys was also a physicist, who studied with Max Born in Göttingen in the late 1920’s and later became Mistress of Girton College, Cambridge.


Johnson, L. T. (1996), “The Real Jesus” A contribution to the current renewed controversies over the ‘historical Jesus’ that have surfaced periodically since the time of Laplace. The author is very conscientious in separating what is based on historical reality and what is based on faith; nevertheless, he persists in clinging to his faith, accepting miracles literally while ignoring the evidence of science. In this respect the work is a backward step from Conybeare (1958), violating the principles of consistent reasoning, which demand that all the relevant evidence be taken into account.


Kendall, M. G. & Moran, P. A. P. (1963), Geometrical Probability, Griffin, London. Much useful mathematical material, all of which is readily adapted to Bayesian pursuits.


Kendall, M. G. & Stuart, A. (1961), The Advanced Theory of Statistics: Volume 2, Inference and Relationship, Hafner Publishing Co., New York. This represents the beginning of the end for the confidence interval; while they continued to endorse it on grounds of “objectivity”, they noted so many resulting absurdities that readers of this work were afraid to use confidence intervals thereafter. In Jaynes (1976) we explained the source of the difficulty and showed that these absurd results are corrected automatically by use of Bayesian methods.


Khinchin, A. I. (1957), *Mathematical Foundations of Information Theory*, Dover Publications, Inc. Attempts of a mathematician to ‘rigorize’ Shannon’s work. But we do not think it was in need of this. In any event, when one tries to work directly on infinite sets from the beginning, the resulting theorems just do not refer to anything in the real world. Khinchin was probably careful enough to avoid actual error and thus produced theorems valid in his imaginary world; but we note in Chapter 15 some of the horrors that have been produced by others who tried to do mathematics this way.


Kurtz, P. (1985), *A Skeptic’s Handbook of Parapsychology*, Prometheus Books, Buffalo N. Y. Several Chapters have relevant material; see particularly Chapter 11 by Betty Markwick.


——— (1783), *Histoire d’l’Académie*, pp. 423–467. An early exposition of the properties of the “Gaussian” distribution. Suggests that it is so important that it should be tabulated.


Lewis, G. N. (1930) “The Symmetry of Time in Physics”, *Science*, **71**, 569. An early recognition of the connection between entropy and information, showing an understanding far superior to what many others were publishing 50 years later.
Lighthill, M. J. (1957), *Introduction to Fourier Analysis and Generalised Functions*, Cambridge Univ. Press. Required reading for all who have been taught to mistrust delta-functions. See the review by Freeman Dyson (1958). Lighthill and Dyson were classmates in G. H. Hardy’s famous course in ‘Pure Mathematics’ at Cambridge University, at a time when Fourier analysis was mostly preoccupied with convergence theory, as in Titchmarsh (1937). Now with a redefinition of the term ‘function’ as explained in our Appendix B, all that becomes nearly irrelevant. Dyson states that Lighthill ‘lays Hardy’s work in ruins, and Hardy would have enjoyed it more than anybody.’


Missing data can wreak havoc with orthodox methods because this changes the sample space, and thus changes not only the sampling distribution of the estimator, but even its analytical form; one must go back to the beginning for each such case. But however complicated the change in the sampling distribution, the change in the likelihood function is very simple. Bayesian methods accommodate missing data effortlessly; in all cases we simply include in the likelihood function all the data we have; and Bayes’ theorem automatically returns the new optimal estimator for that data set.


Lusted, Lee (1968), *Introduction to Medical Decision Making*, Charles C. Thomas, Publisher, Springfield Illinois. Chapter 1 gives a concise summary of Bayesian principles, the other Chapters give many useful Bayesian solutions to important medical problems, with computer source codes. Lee Lusted (1923 − 1994) was a classmate and fellow Physics major of the writer, at Cornell College many years ago. Then we followed surprisingly common paths, at first unknown to each other. Lusted went into microwave radar countermeasures at the Harvard Radio Research Laboratory, the writer into radar target identification at the Naval Research Laboratory, Anacostia, D. C. After WWII, Lusted enrolled in the Harvard Medical School for an M. D. degree, the writer in the Princeton University Graduate school for a Ph. D. Degree in Theoretical Physics; we were both interested primarily in the reasoning processes used in those fields. Then we both discovered, independently, Bayesian analysis, saw that it was the solution to our problems (a sane physician is concerned, obviously, not with any ‘ensemble’ of patients, but with a single patient who presents a unique case unlike any other; likewise a sane physicist is not concerned with any ensemble of physical situations, but with a single incompletely known one) and devoted the rest of our lives to it. At essentially the same time, Arnold Zellner (1971) followed a similar course, moving from Physics to Economics. Thus the modern Bayesian influence in three quite different fields arose from physicists, all of nearly the same age and tastes.

Fish, R. C. Summerfelt & G. E. Hall, editors, Iowa State University Press, Ames, Iowa, pp. 371–384. A computer program for deconvolving mixtures of normal and other distributions. The program, ‘MIX 3.0’ is available from: Ichthus Data Systems, 59 Arkell St., Hamilton, Ontario, Canada L8S 1N6. In Chapter 7 we note that the problem is not very well posed; Ichthus acknowledges that it is ‘inherently difficult’ and may not work satisfactorily on the user’s data. See also Titterington, et al (1985).

Machol, R. E., Ladany, S. P. & Morrison, D. G. (eds), (1976), Management Science in Sports, Vol. 4, TIMS Studies in the Management Sciences, North-Holland, Amsterdam. Curious applications of probability theory, leading to even more curious conclusions. See the advice about which points are most important in a tennis match.


Martin, R. D. & D. J. Thompson (1982), “Robust–Resistant Spectrum Estimation”, Proc. IEEE, 70, pp. 1097-1115. Evidently written under the watchful eye of their mentor John Tukey, this continues his practice of inventing a succession of ad hoc devices based on intuition rather than probability theory. It does not even acknowledge the existence of Maximum Entropy or Bayesian methods. To their credit, the authors do give computer analyses of several data sets by their methods – with results that do not look very encouraging to us. It would be interesting to acquire their raw data and analyze them by methods like those of Brethorst (1988) that do make use of probability theory; we think that the results would be vastly different.


Middleton, D. (1960), An Introduction to Statistical Communication Theory, McGraw–Hill Book Co., New York. A massive work (1140 pages) with an incredible amount of mathematical material. The title is misleading, since the material really applies to statistical inference in general. Unfortunately, most of the work was done a little too early, so the outlook is that of sampling theory and Neyman–Pearson decision rules, now made obsolete by the Wald decision theory and Bayesian advances. Nevertheless, the mathematical problems – such as methods for solving singular integral equations – are independent of one’s philosophy of inference, so it has much useful material applicable in our current problems. One should browse through it, and take note of what is available here.


Contains penetrating historical remarks about the relation of Laplace and Boole, noting that those who have quoted Boole in support of their attacks on Laplace, may have misread Boole's intentions.


Moore, G. T. & Scully, M. O. eds (1986), *Frontiers of Nonequilibrium Statistical Physics*, Plenum Press, N. Y. Here several speakers affirmed their belief, on the basis of the Bell inequality experiments, that “atoms are not real” while maintaining the belief that probabilities are objectively real! We consider this a flagrant example of the Mind Projection Fallacy, carried to absurdity.


Munk, W. H. & Snodgrass, F. E. (1957), “Measurements of Southern Swell at Guadalupe Island”, Deep–Sea Research, 4, pp 272–286. This is the work which Tukey (1984) held up as the greatest example of his kind of spectral analysis, which could never have been accomplished by other methods; to which in turn Jaynes (1987) replied with Chirp Analysis.


Neyman, Jerzy & Pearson, E. S. (1967), *Joint Statistical Papers*, Cambridge Univ. Press. Reprints of the several Neyman–Pearson papers of the 1930’s, originally scattered over several different journals.


_______ (1952), *Lectures and Conferences on Mathematical Statistics and Probability*, Graduate School, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. Contains an incredible comparison of Bayesian interval estimation vs. confidence intervals. A good homework problem is to locate the error in his reasoning.


of rational inference, and signifies only that the problem was improperly formulated. That is, if you are able to decide that any observation is an outlier from the model that you specified, then that model does not properly capture your prior information about the mechanisms that are generating the data. In principle, the remedy is not to reject any observation, but to define a more realistic model (as we note in our discussion of Robustness). However, we concede that if the strictly correct procedure assigns a very low weight to the suspicious datum, its straight-out surgical removal from the data set may be a reasonable approximation, very easy to do.

Ore, O (1953), Cardano, the Gambling Scholar, Princeton Univ. Press.


Pearson, K. (1892), The Grammar of Science, Walter Scott, London. Reprinted 1900, 1911 by A. & C. Black, London and in 1937 by Everyman Press. An exposition of the principles of scientific reasoning; notably chiefly because Harold Jeffreys was much influenced by it and thought highly of it. This did not prevent him from pointing out that Karl Pearson was far from applying his own principles in his later scientific efforts. For biographical material on Karl Pearson (1857–1936) see Haldane (1957).


——— (1914–1930) The Life, Letters and Labours of Francis Galton, 3 Vols., Cambridge University Press. Francis Galton had inherited a modest fortune, and on his death in 1911 he endowed the Chair of Eugenics at University College, London. Karl Pearson was its first occupant; this enabled him to give up the teaching of applied mathematics to engineers and physicists, and concentrate on biology and statistics.


——— (1921–33), The History of Statistics in the 17th and 18th Centuries, Lectures given at University College, London (E. S. Pearson, editor); Griffin, London (1978).

Penfield, Wilder (1958), Proc. Nat. Acad Sciences (USA), 44, p. 59. Accounts of observations made during brain surgery, in which electrical stimulation of a specific spots on the brain caused the conscious patient to recall various long-forgotten experiences. This undoubtedly true phenomenon is closely related to the theory of the \( A_p \) distribution in Chapter 18. But now others have moved into this field, with charges that psychiatrists are causing their patients – particularly young children – to recall things that never happened, with catastrophic legal consequences. The problem of recognizing valid and invalid recollections seems headed for a period of controversy.


Pfeiffer, R. H. (1948), Introduction to the Old Testament, Harper & Row Publishers, New York. Such a massive work of scholarship concerning what is now known about the writing of the Old Testament that it is hard to imagine that anyone could ever have read it all. But the material is very well organized, so one can quickly locate any particular topic.


Poincaré, H. (1899), “L’Oeuvre Mathématique de Weierstraß”, Acta Math. 22, 1–18. Contains an authoritative account of the relation between the works of Kronecker and Weierstraß, pointing out that the difference was more in taste than in substance; to be contrasted with that of E. T. Bell (1937), who tries to make them mortal enemies.

(1904), Science et Hypothesis, English translation, Dover Publications, Inc., (1952). Poincaré had the gift of being able to say more in a sentence than most writers can in a page. Full of quotable remarks, as true and important today as when they were written.

(1909), Science et Méthode, English translation, Dover Publications, Inc., (1952). Like Kline (1980), a ringing indictment of the contemporary work in mathematics and logic, for which the Bourbakists have never forgiven him. However, in knowledge and judgment Poincaré was far ahead of his modern critics, because he was better connected to the real world.

(1912), Calcul des probabilités, 2nd. edition, Gauthier-Villars, Paris. Contains the first example of the assignment of a probability distribution by the principle of group invariance.

Poisson, S. D. (1837), Recherches sur la Probabilité des Jugements. First appearance of the Poisson distribution.

Pólya, G. (1920), “Über den zentralen Grenzwertsatz der Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung und das Momentenproblem,” Math. Zeit., 8, 171–181; reprinted in Pólya (1984), Vol. IV. First appearance of the term “Central Limit Theorem” in print. He does not actually prove the theorem (which he attributes to Laplace), but points out a theorem on uniform convergence of a sequence of monotonic functions which can be used to shorten various proofs of it.

(1921), “Über eine Aufgabe der Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung betreffend die Irrfahrt im Strassennetz,”, Math. Ann., 84, 149–160. It is sometimes stated that this was the first appearance of the term “random walk”. However, we may point to Rayleigh (1919) and Pearson (1905),


(1984), Collected Papers, 4 Vols. Gian-Carlo Rota, editor, MIT Press, Cambridge MA. Volume IV contains papers on probability theory and combinatorics, several short articles on plausible reasoning, and a bibliography of 248 papers by him. George Pólya always claimed that his main interest was in the mental processes for solving particular problems rather than in generalizations. Nevertheless, some of his results launched new branches of mathematics through their generalizations by others. The present work was influenced by Pólya in more ways than noted in our Preface: most of our exposition is aimed, not at expounding generalities for their own sake, but in learning how to solve specific problems - albeit by general methods.

(1987), The Pólya Picture Album: Encounters of a Mathematician, G. L. Alexanderson, editor, Birkhäuser, Boston. Over his lifetime, George Pólya collected a large picture album with photographs of famous mathematicians he had known, which he took delight in showing to visitors. After his death, the collection was published in this charming book, which contains about 130 photographs with commentary by Pólya, plus a biography of Pólya by the editor.


(1958), The Logic of Scientific Discovery, Hutchinson & Co., London. Denies the possibility of induction, on the grounds that the prior probability of every scientific theory is zero.
Karl Popper is famous mostly through making a career out of the doctrine that theories may not be proved true, only false; hence the merit of a theory lies in its falsifiability. There is an evident grain of truth here, expressed by the syllogisms of Chapter 1; and Albert Einstein also noted this in his famous remark: “No amount of experiments can ever prove me right; a single experiment may at any time prove me wrong.” Nevertheless, the doctrine is true only of theories which assert the existence of unobservable causes or mechanisms; any theory which asserts observable facts is a counter-example to it.


——— (1974), “Replies to my Critics”, in the Philosophy of Karl Popper, P. A. Schilpp, ed., Open Court Publishers, La Salle. Presumably an authoritative statement of Popper’s position, since it is some years later than his best known works, and seeks to address points of criticism directly.

Popper, K. & Miller, D. W. (1983), “A proof of the impossibility of inductive probability”, Nature, 302, 687–88. They arrive at this conclusion by a process that we examined in Chapter 5; asserting an intuitive ad hoc principle not contained in probability theory. Written for scientists, this is like trying to prove the impossibility of heavier-than-air flight to an assembly of professional airline pilots.

Popov, V. N. (1987), Functional Integrals and Collective Excitations, Cambridge Univ. Press. Sketches applications to superfluidity, superconductivity, plasma dynamics, superradiation, and phase transitions. A useful start on understanding of these phenomena, but still lacking any coherent theoretical basis – which we think is supplied only by the Principle of Maximum Entropy as a method of reasoning.


Prenzel, H. V. (1975), Dynamic Trendline Charting: How to Spot the Big Stock Moves and Avoid False Signals, Prentice–Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N. J. Contains not a trace of probability theory or any other mathematics; merely plot the monthly ranges of stock prices, draw a few straight lines on the graph, and their intersections tell you what to do and when to do it. At least, this system does enable one to see the four year Presidential Election cycle, very clearly.


Preston, C. J. (1974), Gibbs States on Countable Sets, Cambridge Univ. Press. Here we have the damnable practice of using the word state to denote a probability distribution. One cannot conceive of a more destructively false and misleading terminology.


Quetelet, L. A. (1835), Essai de Physique sociale.


Raiffa, H. A. & Schlaifer, R. S. (1961), Applied Statistical Decision Theory, Graduate School of Business Administration, Harvard University.

Ramsey, F. P. (1931), *The Foundations of Mathematics and Other Logical Essays*, Routledge and Kegan Paul, London. Frank Ramsey was First Wrangler in Mathematics at Cambridge University in 1925, then became a Fellow of Kings College where among other activities he collaborated with John Maynard Keynes on economic theory. He would undoubtedly have become the most influential Bayesian of the Twentieth Century, but for the fact that he died in 1930 at the age of 26. In these essays one can see the beginnings of something very much like our exposition of probability theory.


Reid, Constance (1982), *Neyman – From Life*, Springer–Verlag, N. Y.


We think it has a bright future, but are not yet prepared to predict just what it will be.


Rothman, Tony (1989), *Science à la Mode*, Princeton University Press. Accounts of what happens when scientists lose their objectivity and jump on bandwagons. We would stress that they not only make themselves ridiculous, they do a disservice to science by promoting sensational but nonproductive ideas. For example, we think that it will be realized eventually that the ‘Chaos’
bandwagon has put a stop to the orderly development of a half–dozen different fields without enabling any new predictive ability. Because, whenever chaos exists, it is surely predicted by the Hamiltonian equations of motion – just what we have been using in statistical mechanics for a Century. The chaos enthusiasts cannot make any better predictions than does present statistical mechanics, because we never have the accurate knowledge of initial conditions that would require. It has always been recognized, since the time of Maxwell and Gibbs, that if we had exact knowledge of a microstate, that would enable us in principle to predict details of future ‘thermal fluctuations’ at present impossible; given such information, if chaos is present, its details would be predicted just as well. But in present statistical mechanics, lacking this information, we can predict only an average over all possible chaotic behaviors consistent with the information we have; and that is just the traditional thermodynamics.


_______ (1981), The Writings of Leonard Jimmie Savage – A Memorial Selection, Published by the American Association of Statistics and the Institute of Mathematical Statistics. Jimmie Savage died suddenly and unexpectedly in 1971, and his colleagues performed an important service by putting together this collection of his writings that were scattered in many obscure places and hard to locate. Some personal reminiscences about him are in Jaynes (1984b) and Jaynes (1985e).


Schnell, E. E. (1960), “Samuel Pepys, Isaac Newton and probability”, Am. Stat. 14, 27–30. From this we learn that both Pascal and Newton had the experience of giving a correct solution and not being believed; the problem is not unique to modern Bayesians.


——— (1947), “The Foundation of the Theory of Probability”, Proc. Roy. Irish Acad. (A), pp 51 – 66; 141 – 146. Valuable today because it enables us to add one more illustrious name to the list of those who think as we do. Here Schrödinger declares the “frequentist” view of probability inadequate for the needs of science and seeks to justify the view of probability as applying to individual cases rather than ‘ensembles’ of cases, by efforts somewhat in the spirit of our Chapters 1 and 2. He gives some ingenious arguments but, unknown to him, these ideas had already advanced far beyond the level of his work. He was unaware of Cox’s theorems and, like most scientists of that time with Continental training, he had apparently never heard of Thomas Bayes or Harold Jeffreys. He gives no useful applications and obtains no theoretical results beyond what had been published by Jeffreys eight years earlier. Nevertheless, his thinking was aimed in the right direction on this and other controversial issues.

——— (1948), Statistical Thermodynamics, Cambridge Univ. Press.

Schuster, A. (1897), “On Lunar and Solar Periodicities of Earthquakes”, Proc. Roy. Soc. 61, pp. 455–465. This marks the invention of the periodogram and could almost be called the origin of orthodox significance tests. He undertakes to refute some claims of periodicities in earthquakes, by considering only the sampling distribution for the periodogram under the hypothesis that no periodicity exists! He never considers: what is the probability of getting the observed data if a periodicity of a certain frequency does exist? Orthodoxy has been following this nonsensical procedure ever since. We show here that evidence for periodicity is contained in the shape of the periodogram, not its sampling distribution. But to show this requires the elimination of nuisance parameters in a way that orthodox ideology cannot comprehend.


Shafer, G. (1982), “Lindley’s Paradox”, J. Am. Stat. Assn., 77, 325–334. Apparently, Shafer was unaware that this was all in Jeffreys (1939; p. 194) some twenty years before Lindley. But Shafer’s other work had made it clear already that he had never read and understood Jeffreys.


Shewhart, W. A. (1931), Economic Control of Quality of Manufactured Products, van Nostrand, New York.


Shore, J. E. and Johnson, R. W. (1980), “Axiomatic derivation of the principle of maximum entropy and the principle of minimum cross-entropy”, IEEE Trans. Information Theory IT-26, 26–37. Many different choices of axioms all lead to the same actual algorithm for solution of problems. The authors present a different basis from the one first proposed (Jaynes, 1957), But we stress that maximum entropy and minimum cross-entropy are not different principles; a change of variables converts one into the other.

Siegmann, D., (1985) Sequential Analysis, Springer. No mention of Bayes' theorem or optional stopping!!


Smith, W. B. (1905), “Meaning of the Epithet Nazorean”, The Monist, 15, 25–95. Concludes that prior to the Council of Nicea ‘Nazareth’ was not the name of a geographical place; it had some other meaning.


Spinoza, B., Ethics, part 2, Prop. XLIV: “De natura Rationis no est res, ut contingentes; sed, ut necessarias, contemplari.”

Spitzer, F. (1964), Principles of Random Walk, van Nostrand, N. Y. Background history and present status.


——— (1964), “Inadmissibility of the usual estimate for the variance of a normal distribution with unknown mean”, Ann. Inst. Stat. Math., 16, 155–160. Stein’s inadmissibility discoveries, while shocking to statisticians with conventional training, are not in the least disconcerting to Bayesians. They only illustrate what was already clear to us: that the criterion of admissibility, which ignores all prior information, is potentially dangerous in real problems. Here that criterion can reject as ‘inadmissible’ what is in fact the optimal estimator.


——— (1986), The History of Statistics, Harvard Univ. Press. A massive work of careful scholarship, required reading for all students of the subject. Gives full discussions of many topics that we touch on only briefly.


Tax, S., Editor (1960), Evolution After Darwin, 3 Vols., University of Chicago Press. Volume 1: The Evolution of Life; Volume 2: The Evolution of Man; Volume 3: Issues in Evolution. A collection of articles and panel discussions by many workers in the field, summarizing the state of knowledge and current research directions 100 years after the original publication of Darwin.


Tikhonov, A. N. & Arsenin, V. Y. (1977), \textit{Solutions of Ill-posed Problems}, Halsted Press, New York. A collection of \textit{ad hoc} mathematical recipes, in which the authors try persistently to invert operators which have no inverses. Never perceives that these are problems of \textit{inference}, not \textit{inversion}.

Titchmarsh, E. C. (1937), \textit{Introduction to the Theory of Fourier Integrals}, Clarendon Press, Oxford U. K. The ‘state of the art’ in Fourier analysis just before the appearance of Lighthill (1957), which made all the lengthy convergence theory nearly irrelevant. However, only a part of this classic work is thereby made obsolete; the material on Hilbert transforms, Hermite and Bessel functions, and Wiener–Hopf integral equations, remains essential for applied mathematics.

Titchmarsh, E. C. (1939), \textit{The Theory of Functions}, 2nd edition, Oxford University Press. In Chapter XI the reader may see – possibly for the first time – some actual examples of nondifferentiable functions. We discuss this briefly in Appendix B.


Todhunter, Isaac (1873), \textit{A History of the Mathematical Theories of Attraction and the Figure of the Earth}, 2 vols, Macmillan, London; reprinted 1962 by Dover Press, New York.


Truesdell, C. (1987), \textit{Great Scientists of Old as Heretics in “The Scientific Method”}, University Press of Virginia. The historical record shows that some of the greatest advances in mathematical physics were made with little or no basis in experiment, in seeming defiance of the ‘scientific method’ as usually proclaimed. This just shows the overwhelming importance of creative hypothesis formulation as primary to inference from given hypotheses. Unfortunately, while today we have a well developed and highly successful theory of inference, we have no formal theory at all on optimal hypothesis formulation, and very few successful recent examples of it. A vast amount of fundamental investigation remains to be done here.


\textup{\texteab{同一}} (1977), \textit{Exploratory Data Analysis}, Addison-Wesley, Reading MA. Introduces the word ‘resistant’ as a data-oriented version of ‘robust’.

a sneaky way of committing indecent methodological sins “while modestly concealed behind a formal apparatus.”

(1984), “Styles of Spectrum Analysis”; Scripps Institution of Oceanography Reference Series 84–85, March 1984; pp. 100–103. A polemical attack on all theoretical principles, including Autoregressive models, Maximum Entropy, and Bayesian methods. The “protagonist of maximum entropy” who appears on p. 103 is none other than E. T. Jaynes; further comments on this are in Chapter 22.
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